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An interesting take on a holiday
backing tradition.
An in-depth look at football kicker
Ben Shipps,
A couple shares about an
unusual engagement.
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Matthews was unaware of the; honor until lie
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"My first thought was that someone was
playing a.joEe^p^me," Matthews said. "I then
checked out the Web site and saw my name —
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Matthews, who grew up in Australia, has an
overall quality rating of 4.7 out of 5 on ratemyprofessors.com. Ratings measure easiness,
; clarity and helpfulness — areas where he consistently scores well. Matthews has close to
90 individual ratings on the site, and of them,
most echo comments left by one student last
April.
"He is funny, and tells great stories. He really cares about what he teaches," the student
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|||i|pU|pl comments and ratings given by previous students. For some teachers, the site
can spell trouble for their upcoming semester
rosters, but for Troy Matthews, a professor of
Contemporary Issues at Liberty, the site gar
nered him national recogriitipfl||^j||
~^^me^Web site releasecl rankings of the top
Of the site, Matthews said he looked at
ten professors in Amej^ia, a decision based on
average rankings ear^&fin. the middle of No- it previously to find out what his students'
Jppayiler;: Matthews came in third, falling just thoughts were.
"We can learn from both positive and negabehind professorsiffomfBrigham Young Unitive comments, so I believe it can be a valuable
' i f e s ^ atl<^ St. John's University
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Studying abroad

source for professors too," he said. ';^f§f§li
<The secret to Matthews' success may be hidr
denin the reason he teaches, namely, to impact
"I love teaching — it is a passion. It's work,
ministry and fun all rolled into one," he said.
"The best part is influencing lives. When I
go to convocation, it absolutely thrills me because what I see is the potential to change the
world,"
Despite the amount of student praise featured on the Web site, one of the stories Matthews treasures is of a student who decided
against having an abortion after taking his
GNED 102 course.
;'.
"She brbught her baby by the office to show
me," Matthews said. "I told her that in about
16 years her daughter may be a student in my
class. We both shed a tear when, she said, 'I
hope so.'"
Contact Jennifer Schmidt at
jschmidt@liberty.edu.
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White glove unhanded

By Amanda Thomason
NEWS REPORTER

As the semester comes to an end, students
prepare to return home to relax and recoup
from a long and busy semester. Before leaving
campus they must complete one final diligent
task: white glove check.
Liberty's process of making sure the dorms
are clean before the semester ends involves
each student cleaning their rooms according to
the requirements given to them, which include
clean baseboards and dishes, vacuumed floors
and the disposal of perishable food.
White glove was created to maintain orderly
rooms throughout the year. The Office of
Student Leadership strives to make each Liberty
dorm a clean and safe living environment for
all students on campus, according to Vice
President for Student Affairs Mark Hine.
Residential Assistants (RA) are required to
inform students of their responsibilities during
an extended hall meeting the Tuesday before
white glove, during | which all expectations

READING
Continued from A1

"At the end of the semester everyone is just
worn out," McKinney said. "Students are tired
of studying arid writing, and faculty are tired of
grading and writing tests."
Everyone needs a break and Christmas
convocation provides a place to relax and laugh
as a student body, McKinney added.
"There is something special and uniting about
laughing together, especially when it's clean
laughter," McKinney said.
The second event available to students on
reading day is open dorms, the second of two
times this semester that males and females are
allowed to see inside each other's dorms. This is

are presented and students are able to ask
questions. Once the meeting ends, students
can sign up for the time they want their rooms
to be checked before leaving for break.
All dorms around campus have the same
cleanliness requirements and are expected to
uphold them.
"The biggest change for me was going from
Main Campus to East Campus. Suddenly I had
to take into account cleaning a kitchen, living
room and full bathroom," returning RA and
junior Nate Nettekoven said.
Each RA checks the students' rooms to make
sure that everything is in order and they are
clean according to the set standards. Students
who do not complete their jobs properly will
be required to clean again until the room is
acceptable.
After the student leaves, each Resident
Director goes to every room with the RA to
ensure all jobs have been completed and were
checked sufficiently. This is a time-consuming
process, but leaves the campus properly
maintained and ready for the next semester.

"The
amount
of
paperwork
necessary
for
getting everything
done is tiresome,
but it is part of a
bigger picture of
ministering to the
guys," RA and senior
Preston Turpin said.
"I try to motivate
them
through
encouraging them
that one day their
wives will appreciate
their ability to clean,
and it can become a
very effective way to
love their wives."
How
long
it
takes to clean a
room depends on
students, and if they
have kept up with
weekly cleanliness
checks throughout
the
semester.
Sophomore Lauren
Keating said it took
her a few hours to
clean last year in
order to be checked
off. Even though it
was a difficult task, she said it was nice to have a
clean room when she returned from Christmas
break.
"White glove takes me a little longer than
some because I am OCD, so it takes me a
few hours. The worst part about the process
is cleaning the bathroom ... it is pretty nasty,"
sophomore Mark Misiaiio said.
The end of the semester can be a stressful
time for many students as they prepare for
finals and start packing for the holidays. Liberty
has multiple entertainment events during
the last days of the fall semester. Christmas
convocation, Coffeehouse and open dorms are
popular among the students, but white glove is
not normally something students show extreme
excitement about.
"White glove to me is an example of life,
sometimes we have to do things that we may
not want to do at that time, but in the end we
benefit from them," Keating said.

set apart from the Election Day open dorms due
to the display of Christmas decorations.
For years, students have been putting wrapping
paper on their doors, hanging wreaths, stringing
lights on trees and even constructing fireplaces
from construction paper or cardboard. Many
halls have decorating contests.
Campus Pastor Michael Miller thinks open
dorms is a fun opportunity for friends to get
together, watch movies and enjoy holiday food.
Traditionally, the campus pastors travel from
dorm to dorm to see the decorations.

By Drew Menard
NEWS REPORTER

Ultimate LU, a campaign which provides
students with a variety of recreational activities,
will open a deep blue world of discovery for
Liberty students as a two-week course in scuba
diving will be made available at the LaHaye
Student Union pool.
J.D. Emerson, a certified diving instructor,
will train participants in four indoor and two
open-water sessions before their rigorous
evaluation by written tests and an open-water
examination in Blanch, N.C. Aspiring divers
from both Liberty as well as the general public
are invited to enroll in the program.
Emerson visited Liberty's facilities a few
times, and says that the LaHaye aquatic center
is an excellent place to teach the course,
according to the Liberty Journal.
"The temperature of the water is maintained
great, the depth is excellent and there is plenty
of foom to maneuver," Emerson told the
Liberty Journal.
Students taking the course are required to
provide their own diving mask, snorkel, boots
and fins for each session, and Emerson will
supply all other equipment needed for the
program including oxygen tanks, regulators and
wetsuits. Enrollees may purchase their supplies
from Emerson at a discounted price.
. Emerson has nearly 40 years of diving
experience and instructs numerous courses,
such as underwater crime scene investigation
and search and rescue. He owns and operates
BCXtreme Sports in Danville, Va.
The course will take place on Jan. 13,15,20 and
22 from 3-7 p.m. in the LaHaye Center. Openwater sessions are scheduled to commence on
Jan. 24 at 1 p.m. in Blanch, N.C. and conclude
on Jan, 25 at approximately 5 p.m.
Liberty hopes that adding scuba diving to the
lineup for Ultimate LU will provide students
will a well-rounded education by providing a
plethora of recreational activities. In the near
future, Liberty hopes to extend the course,
thus allowing students to earn academic credit
for it, according to the Liberty Journal.
To register for the two-week course, enquire
at the LaHaye Student Union front desk. Ten
spots are currently available. The course costs
$450 and a $50 deposit is required up front,
which is deducted from the total cost.. For
more information, contact Josh Goodman at
jfgoodman@liberty.edu or call (434) 592-3281.

Contact Amanda Thomason at
ahthomason@liberty.edu.
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Students rock, rhyme and roll at Christmas Coffeehouse tryouts
through song, dance and comedy by performing
Other acts included "Next 10 Minutes," a
in front of a panel of judges. The goal? To musical theater piece by freshman Cierra Howell
perform in the Vines Center on Dec. 5.
and junior Garrett Van Engen, and "Your Love
Every fall in Lynchburg, Va., the weather gets
Judges evaluated the artists throughout the is Extravagant," a duet by freshmen Ana Dean
colder, it seems like it will snow but decides not week and selected 18 acts from the mix.
and Amber Bennett. Student Sarah Turner
to, students are anticipating finals and Liberty
Although not everyone who tries out makes even dedicated her original song, "Your Love
is preparing to calm anxious hearts for one the cut, many people were pumped about is like a Sunrise," to her ex-boyfriend. Guitar
night with Christmas Coffeehouse.
soloists, rappers, dance teams and a monologue
showing off their skills.
Since it only comes around once a year,
"We're just doing it for fun," sophomore Joe completed the lineup of Coffeehouse hopefuls.
Student Activities tries to provide a mix of the Johnson said, referring to his beat-boxing crew,
"We have a good mix," said Judge Amanda
best talent on campus. The best of the best The Peace Makers.
Jacobsen.
are selected through tryouts, which were held
The Peace Makers have performed in the
Although the theme is centered around
Tilley Student Center on North Campus.
previous two Coffeehouses, and Johnson Christmas, the event allows for a variety of
Tryouts allowed students to test their abilities seemed confident they would return to the music choices that demonstrate different
and reach for the stars with their ambitions stage.
influences at Liberty. It emphasizes Christmas,

By Anthony Barone
NEWS REPORTER

ITALY
Continued from A1
SBI was built with the intention of
helping students grow spiritually while
introducing them to Italian culture and
fostering a heart for missions, according
to Towns.
The classes taken are modular
intensives, meaning the students meet
five times a week and stay in class for
eight hours each day. This provides the
necessary credit hours required to make
classes accredited.

Outside of the time spent in the
classrooms, SBI makes Italy's wealth of
cultural history available for students.
The school is located within easy travel
distance to many tourist locations, such
as Venice and Rome.
"Why settle for photos from a textbook
when you can see things firsthand?" the
SBI Web site said.
SBI is set apart from other schools and
classrooms because there is a chance to
see the Biblical history the students work
so feverishly to learn about. The locations
and events being taught in the classroom

but also gives artists the opportunity to do
something outside the box.
Regardless of style, each artist put a lot of
time and effort into their performance and
hopes to make it to the stage.
Junior and Judge Megan Colussy said that it
was a good year for tryouts because of the level
of variety.
"It should be good," Colussy said.

Contact Anthony Barone at
abarone@liberty.edu.

are not on the other side of the planet,
but only short bus ride away.
The application for acceptance into
SBI is a little more complex than a
normal college. Along with the standard
application procedure, every applicant
must obtain a letter of recommendation
from a pastor to be admitted.
Contact Matthew Coleman at
mcoleman@liberty.edu.
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Sodexho gets into the Christmas
spirit with a special dinner

1

Promoting words and art,
new literary magazine
available for sale

By Danlol Marttmn

By Natalie Lozano

NEWS REPORTER

NEWS EDITOR

It's beginning to look a
lot like Christmas, and even
the ReberThomas Dining
Hall is getting into the act.
Two days after students
return from Thanksgiving
Break, they will receive the
spirit of the holiday season
on a platter with a massive
Christmas dinner.
Thousands of on-campus
students eat at the dining
hall every day at Liberty, but
only a few times a year do
the staff and establishment
adopt a theme night and
change the selection of
food and atmosphere inside.
Tuesday, Dec. 2 will be one of
those nights.
"I like that the Sodexho
employees make such an
effort to make a Christmas
atmosphere for us," senior
Levi Baker said, reflecting on
the special night the dining
hall puts on each year to
commemorate the holiday.
Every year they make it
happen, and this year has
proven to be no different.
Resident Marketing Specialist
Elizabeth Van Wingerden
pointed out that the culinary
staff created the menu, and
the marketing department
drew up the decorations for
the special night.
That night, students can
expect to hear holiday music,
but they can also expect to
see Santa Claus and his elves,
according to Van Wingerden.
"Students can sit on his lap
| for pictures and tell him what
they want," Van Wingerden
said.

Multiple
Christmas
trees will be present in the
dining hall, adding to the
atmosphere. Van Wingerden
said the Chamber Singers will
serve the diners as resident
carolers.
Junior Lauren Zinecker
remembered the atmosphere
being
"incredible"
at
Christmas dinners from past
years.
"Whenever they do holiday
dinners, everyone gets excited
- not only for the food, but
also to be able to go and hang
out."
Senior Doug Townshend
acknowledged the incredible
atmosphere, but his favorite
part, like many students', will
be the food.
Van Wingerden and the
culinary staff had drawn up the
menu by mid-November, and
it includes "carved roast beef,
whole roasted chicken, some
vegetable sides (green bean
casserole, mashed potatoes,

sweet potatoes), rice pilaf,
pecan pie, coconut pie, red
velvet cake," according to Van
Wingerden.
With such fondness from
past memories, students are
already looking forward to
the newest Christmas dinner
prepared at Liberty.
"It brings you (students)
together and gives you one

last memory to share before
you go home," Zinecker said.
"It gets me excited to go
home," Baker said.
Students are expected in
the usual massive crowds
come Dec. 2.
Contact Daniel Martinez at
dpmartinez@liberty.edu.

VI

The premier issue
of Liberty's
literary
magazine, LAMP, will be
available beginning today
in the communications
department and the
English
Graduate
Student Assistant offices
on the second and third
floors of DeMoss.
LAMP
features
writings and artwork
from studentsand alumni,
with content moving in a
different direction than
its predecessor, Lamplight,
according to General Editor
Ryan Knight.
In a past article of the
Champion, Assistant LAMP
editor Nick Olson said LAMP's
focus is to challenge the
current attitude of Christians
towards the arts, fostering a
critical appreciation. English
GSA
Stephanie
Taylor
agrees with LAMP's goal of
showcasing and encouraging
quality Christian works.
"Hopefully this publication
will encourage artists here at
Liberty to fine tune existing
work."
Contributions for the fall
issue came primarily from the
English department.
Graduate
student Tess
Stockslager is excited about
being published because of the
nature of the magazine.
"I've heard that there have
been some changes in the
layout and illustration that
should make it really attractive
to read," Stockslager said.
Although the magazine
is
primarily
a
literary
compilation, about one-fourth

of the material consists of art
and graphics by students.
Senior Karin Albrecht, who
has a graphic being published
in LAMP, appreciates the
magazine for a different
reason.
"It's always cool .to be able
to see what other students are
doing," Albrecht said.
Although the winter LAMP
is now available, the official
presentation of the issue will
take place early in the spring
semester.
The next LAMP will be
published late in the spring,
and submissions are currently
being accepted.
Students
interested
in
submitting a piece can email
crknight2@liberty.edu.
All
works are due by Feb. 14.
The fall issue published
approximately 25 percent of
submitted works.
Contact Natalie Lozano at
nalozano@liberty.edu.

Christmas mission trips go around the world

j

By Danielle Jacobs
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this is her first overseas mission trip.
"I'm really not worried about anything
because (God) has been so in control of the
During Christmas break, 33 students will entire situation," Hollingsworth said. "I am
spend two weeks ministering to children, simply living as his hands and feet and this trip
university students and other people in East is for those he loves in Cambodia."
Asia and Cambodia while on mission trips with
Students go through a variety of preparation
Light Ministries.
work before traveling overseas. The team
The 13 students traveling to Cambodia will meets on a weekly basis to plan, discuss details
work in rural villages providing humanitarian of the trip and pray for each other. The purpose
aid while building relationships with the people. of these meetings is to build team unity, train
The students will also be teaching English at students in sharing the gospel and prepare them
an English institute. These two venues are for other ministry opportunities. Members of
intended to open doors to impact others and the Cambodia team also went on a retreat this
share the gospel.
semester where they spent time focusing on
Light Ministries is also taking 20 students to God and worship. When they return, students
East Asia, where they will live in an orphanage will meet to debrief and talk about their
while teaching English, crafts and physical thoughts and experiences.
education and getting to know the children.
Raising money is a concern students have
They will also teach English as a second language when considering an international mission trip.
to university students during the trip.
Hollingsworth encourages students to trust
Mindi Hollingsworth, who is going to God for providing the money for their trips.
Cambodia, felt burdened to go on the trip after She suggested sending out prayer letters, but
hearing an announcement in convocation, and ultimately to rely on God to supply the money.
"Live transparent — let people know what's
she is looking forward to seeing what God does
in Cambodia. Hollingsworth does not have any going on and let your passion for being a part of
fears or concerns about the trip, even though his plan seep into the lives and minds of others,"
Hollingsworth said. "When believers see
his hand on something, they're definitely
more inclined to give."
Light Ministries has taken students
on Christmas break mission trips for
more than 20 years in order to involve
HEW-2009students in parts of the world that are
far away from their homes. According to
John Puig, campaign coordinator, Light
Ministries hopes students on these trips
will not only play a part in preaching the
gospel overseas, but also grow in their
personal relationships with Jesus Christ.
"{Another] goal of each of these efforts
is to come alongside of the work which
is already being done in each of these
® TOYOTA
places and to help further the long-term
moving forwird
efforts already in progress," Puig said.
ego buyatoyota.com
A number of mission trip opportunities
are also available over spring and summer
breaks. For more information about
going on a trip with Light Ministries,
visit the Center for Global Ministries
office located in Dorm 17.
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Contact Danielle Jacobs at
dnjacobs@liberty.edu.
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A Hippie's Holiday
Reflections
By Drew Menard
OPINION REPORTER
Though the true meaning of
Christmas so often gets lost in the
hustle and bustle of commercialism
and selfishness, I cannot help but savor
every last cliche. Christmas card cover,
hot cocoa and candy cane moment of
the holiday season.
As a self-declared non-conformist
hippie (without the drugs), I often
find myself pushing against the norm
of contemporary America. My disdain
for the Christmas season, fueled by
the doctrine of a glory-stealing, selfrighteous, Christ-replacing, slavedriving,
cookie-stealing-gluttonous
advertising mastermind for all the
department stores who is wrapped in
a fuzzy red suit with a big white fluffy
beard in order to hide his diabolical
ways has just about led me to forget the
whole ordeal altogether. But, despite
my disapproval of how the holiday is
approached by many, I still find warmth
and joy throughout the Christmas
ritual.
Perhaps 1 am just the product of
another
stereotypical-made-forTVmqvie where the Grinch-type character
finds some superficial solution to all of
his cranky holiday cynicism. As much as
I hate to admit it, that guy just may be
me.
Christmas to me is a time for family.
Both of my parents come from rather
large families who stay in touch. I have
cousins galore, 28 to be exact, and all
of us love spending time together. For
me Christmas means I get to sit in the
"18 to 20-something" room, formerly
known as the "teen" room, and catch
up with my cousins. It means pingpong tournaments dominated by my
little sister, playing pool, eating treats
hearing overdramatized stories from
Uncle Ed and receiving gag-gifts from
Uncle Bob.
Only at Christmas time do I genuinely
feel like giving more than receiving, not
to sound cliche, but it is the truth. It
is the time of year when I spend hours
deliberating what gifts will mean the

most to those who F cherish most in my
life, Kven when finances are low, 1 make
an effort to remind my loved ones, in
;i Tangible way. that they mean a lot to
me.
My little Grinch heart grows
three sizes each year right around
the Christmas holiday. Even though
I loathe the "jolly fat man," I enjoy
watching my younger brother Aaron
dress up as Santa and hand out presents
to my little cousins. I get a chuckle as
Grandma plants a juicy red kiss right
on "Santa's" cheek as she sits on his lap.
The chuckle turns into a roar of laughter
as my youngest brother and two of my
cousins reminisce about the "Santa
arrangement," which was supposed to
mean that all of us would rotate playing
Santa after my uncle "retired" from the
role. Somehow Aaron's turn comes up
every year.
I just can't get enough Christmas
carols. I find myself ditching my stash
of hardcore metal and punk rock
for Christmas tunes every year from
November to as late as the middle of
January. I love them all, from 'Angels
We have Heard on High" to "I Want
a Hippopotamus for Christmas."
Nothing can compare to singing along
to the Muppets' "12 Days of Christmas"
with my father's side of the family. We
all congregate in groups and assume
characters (generally overly-animated
and off-key) to sing the various parts.
Imagine a pack of 40-something men
belting "six geese a-layin'" followed by
"five golden rings," sung out by a chorus
of screaming adolescent girls.
For one season out of the year, I am
willing to drop my maverick visage and
proudly declare that I am ecstatic about
the holiday season. All of the family
memories, like the fire in my. living
room, bring warmth into my life. Just
don't ask me to put on a fat-suit and
make me listen to the selfish demands
of crying children.
Contact Drew Mendardat
ajmenard@liberty.edu.
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My Charlie Brown Christmas"
By Katy Palmer
OPINION REPORTER
Christmas brings out the kid in
all of us. And so do cartoons.
Imagine back to being a child,
when things seemed so happygo-lucky.
Stress was minimal
and there was no real schedule to
keep.
Ideally, the Christmas season is
the same way. It's a time to visit
with family and decorate the tree
around a comforting fire. While
decking the halls and trimming
the tree, Christmas TV specials
give families entertainment options. Of all the cartoon flicks
that air during this time, I have a
special liking for "A Charlie Brown
Christmas," and I think that it
helps undercover young hearts.
The film originated from the
Charles Schultz comic strip "Peanuts," about a clumsy boy named
Charlie Brown and his sly beagle
Snoopy. Charlie Brown experiences his share of disappointments
and letdowns, whether it be his
losing baseball team or unanswered letters to his crushes.
The comic strip debuted
in 1950 and ran new until Mr.
Schultz's death in 2000. At its
peak, "Peanuts" had a readership
of 355 million and translated into
21 different languages. To this day,
it continues to run in syndication
in most daily papers.

"A Charlie Brown Christmas"
first aired on primetime television
in 1965. The movie begins with a
depressed Charlie Brown who decides to improve his spirit by directing the school Christmas play.
When it comes time for Charlie
Brown to find a tree for the plqy,
he brings a ratty twig back to his
classmates. After the kids poke
fun at Charlie Brown, they rally
behind him and his tree to put on
a heart-warming production.
This sort of "Cinderella" ending
makes "A Charlie Brown Christmas" the perfect wintertime treat.
I feel it adds to the festive mood
people seem to share during November and December. Have you
ever noticed that people are just
happier this time of year?
My old high school band director used to joke that even the bad
guys are nicer around Christmas.
I can't argue with him. I know
that many factors can contributeto the general jolliness in the air,
but I do think television specials
help.
I find it refreshing to see specials like "A Charlie Brown Christmas" on TV. Don't get me wrong,
1 love my CSI, but holiday movies
definitely add a joyful element to
the season. I feel Charlie Brown
can reach people of all ages because it has withstood decades of
change. Kids love the fact that
it's a cartoon and parents love the

healthy entertainment.
The score of "A Charlie Brown
Christmas" also spans generations. When the film debuted, an
LP was released simultaneously.
Recorded by the Vince Guaraldi
Trio, the cool jazz numbers has
a definite holiday appeal. Two
of the more recognizable songs,
"O Tanenbaum" and "Linus and
Lucy" get regular airplay during
the Christmas season.
As the Christmas season approaches, spending time with
family and friends becomes more
of a priority. More emphasis is
placed on visiting and laughing
with loved ones in a much-needed
time of relaxation. Charlie Brown
promotes this type of together
ness, no matter what age.
Contact Katy Palmer at
kaplamer@liberty.edu.
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A mmm-mmm-good
Christmas metaphor
By Tim Mattingly
OPINION EDITOR

They all say, "It's the thought that counts,"
with piles of presents, stockings stuffed to
bursting and things of the Christmas sort. Of
course, if "they" say it, it must be true or they
would not say it at all. But by the beard of
Santa, I swear, it is not the thought that counts
as much as the chocolate chip cookie, which
accompanies it, figuratively speaking.
Before I delve into the ooey-gooey of this
Christmas cookie conundrum, consider the
following recipe. "Homemade" cookies, of the
chocolate-chip persuasion, require one-part
egg, anotherpart butter and a healthy dose
of chocolaty cookie mix, according to Betty
Crocker. All of these
elements
combined
create quite the tasty
treat, which translates
well into the holiday
environment and all
things Christmas.
The first bit of
business is the egg or, to
be precise, what the devil
represents and by that I
mean the deviled egg.
With that said, an egg alone simply represents
an unhatched idea, or the "thought" in "thought
that counts." There are many different ways to
prepare an egg, such as scrambled and sunnyside up. But scrambled thoughts never lead
to much, and sunny-side up ideas are easily
popped and generally messy.
Which brings us back to deviled eggs. Ideas
are best formed when left to boil on the mental
back burner before they are finally peeled and
cracked open. Now, the white of the egg is
the general shell of the idea — leave it as it is,
while you remove the yoke, or the meat of the
idea and work with it. Take that little yellow
ball and mash it around with a few personal
touches. Once it is spiced up a bit, insert it
back into its white frame and voila — a wellthought-out Christmas idea starts to take
form.

A reminder: while deviled eggs work well for
our metaphorical mix, it is not recommended
for literal application.
Which brings us to the next ingredient —
butter. Anyone who is of sound mind and/
or southern roots loves butter. Therefore, in
the figurative realm of cookie-making, butter
symbolizes the care and heart required for any
proper Christmas creation. For easier mixing
purposes the recipe calls for "softened" butter.
So, come the holidays, if a heart is not the
consistency of (let's say) Country Crock easy
spread, then it may need to be left out a while
to thaw. For the harder of hearts, take this timeout on life's counter to consider the "reason for
the season" and let your buttery guard relax.'
Once
holiday
heart and personal
thoughts combine in
the Christmas mixing
bowl, it is time for the
final ingredient — the
chocolate chip cookie
mix,
representing
family and friends.
• After all, what is the
point of Christmas
cheer if there is no one
to share it with. The wonderful thing about
family and friends is that they bring over
300 chocolate chips to the holiday, according
to Betty Crocker. And each little chunk df
chocolate represents a sweet melHn-yorjfmouth memory shared or created during the
Christmas season.
Now combine all the ingredients on a nonstick cookie sheet of selflessness. Then place it
in a toasty oven of holiday cheer, until it turns a
shade of golden brown. Finally, take a bite and
savor the spirit of the season this year, as it S
aroma floods nostrils and its warmth resonaifes
in contented Christmas bellies.

"Xtrpone sofjo is of
soun5 min5 cm5/or
southern roots
fovea Butter/'

Introducing...

Contact Tim Mattingly'at
tmattingly@liberty.edu.
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Behind the scenes: Christmas tree technical production
Brent Reif
COPY EDITOR
Great productions are made, led and per
formed by great people. All too often, only the
performers are recognized for a job well done
when there are many more key people who
truly make a show successful.
Thomas Road Baptist Church's CTRBC) Living Christmas Tree production meets many
standards of greatness only as a result of an
enormous collaboration of behind-the-scenes
people who produce a remarkable show year
after year.
A big part, or two big parts, of the annual
Christmas production are of course, the twin,
n-tier Christmas trees that tower inside the
auditorium and serve as choir lofts. Perhaps
just as important as the loft, these trees house
over 24 miles of stringed lights that make them
come alive on stage.
"The lights are an extension of the music,"
Technical Director ofTRBC Jon Daggett said.
"You hear a piccolo run, you see a piccolo run;
you hear a symbol crash, you see a symbol
crash."
As technical director, Daggett is one of the
key people who adds his talents to the show.
He has his hands in many different aspects of
the production in addition to TRBC's daily operations.
"The first year I did the tree lighting for
TRBC was 1995," Daggett said. "Now, my role
has to do with everything technical, but the
trees are really my main focus."
Daggett is also the creator of the lighting
system MidiLite — the system that is the true
workhorse for the lighting presentation.
"I literally spent a year, non-stop designing
what was the first MidiLite system and it debuted in '95 with Thomas Road," Daggett said.
"It was a big hit."
To the surprise of those who have seen his
work and know of MidiLite, Daggett was not
always into lighting.
"Lighting was not something I knew much
about," Daggett said. "Now 36 churches
around the country use our stuff."
In addition to his extremely involved role
with lighting, Daggett lends his knowledge to
the area of on stage robotics. The machines
do not stand up and walk around, but rather
aid in the movement of large props. The robotic vehicles, or stagebots, allow props to be
put on or pulled off of the stage without the
distraction of a stagehand, and since 2004, the
bots have been doing precisely that, according
to Daggett.
"In last year's (production), a smaller Christmas tree actually came out on stage during a
number and was almost part of the number,"
Daggett said. "It actually had choreography
that it did along with the people."
For past productions and 2008, Santa's sleigh
has been brought out onto the stage carrying
several passengers, props and of course Santa.
"The Santa sleigh is bot-powered," Daggett
said. "When you think about last year's sleigh

— Santa, the sleigh, Charles (Billingsley), the
bot driver and two children — you're looking
at probably at least 1000 pounds. (The bots)
are strong little critters."
Another member of the behind-the-scenes
world is Lori Marsh, director of the 2008 production. Marsh, who has been involved with
multiple productions at other churches, is taking on the direction of her first Living Christmas Tree with TRBC.

captivated by what is in front of me."
This reality is part of Bullman's experience as
he has the chance to be up front and so close
to the production. Along with Marsh, he was
part of this year's brainstorming sessions from
the beginning and is excited to see the work of
many behind-the-scenes people come together,
according to Bullman.
The 2008 Living Christmas Tree is unique
compared to other years at TRBC because it

ROBO REINDEER — Santa's sleigh is driven by "Carrie," one of TRBC's five "stage-bots"
capable of carrying up to 1,000 pounds. The bots are managed by Cindy Daggett.
"(The production) is a beautiful thing because it really is a pool of so many creative talents," Marsh said. "It is a great collaborative
effort coming out of Thomas Road. Everyone
on the team has been involved with the creation of this show."
Marsh has been involved since the conception of this year's show and has played a major
role in its early planning and development. She
expressed her gratefulness and admiration for
those who tried out for roles.
"We had over 250 people audition for the
show," Marsh said. "It's such a tremendous
statement of how much the programs have
touched people through the years."
Marsh recognized the enormity of the production and all of the various people who are
involved. She spoke on behalf of those who
join to make The Living Christmas Tree a reality. Year after year, the collaboration of these
people produces an incredible show, and she is
excited to be part of that, according to Marsh.
"It's something that we're all proud
of," Marsh said. "The production is a good reflection of the talents, humor and gifts of this
church, and I love that about it."
The show as a whole is the result of a myriad of people like Daggett and Marsh working
together. With a mixture of actors, dancers,
singers and musicians, a wall of sound combines with an incredible light show to create
this production.
Not only does this effect cause audience
members to get lost in the show, but also the
performers and even their directors.
"From the downbeat of the first note, I totally forget there is an audience behind me,"
Choir Director Scott Bullman said. "I'm so

is a show made up of original music. TRBC
members created the instrumental and vocal
arrangements for the production.
"It's an original work," Bullman said. "It's the
work of a lot of people."
In addition to the new venture that has been
made in tackling an original work, Marsh expressed the vision of the project and the anticipation of the great impact that TRBC's presentation can have on other churches.
"A show of original music is much more challenging to do, but our desire is to share it with
other churches after this year," Marsh said.
"I think it's the kind of work that can bless a
small church up to a mega church. It's something that's attainable."
Those who are involved with lighting and
sound, the stagehands, the composers, the directors and performers all participate in their
specific ways in order to create the collaboration that is the Virginia Christmas Spectacular.
Every year, months of planning, orchestrating,
constructing, programming and practicing allow for precision in every aspect of the Living
Christmas Tree, even down to the last light
bulb.
"Things aren't just happening at a time,
they're happening at a certain measure and
beat," Daggett said. "You can literally have
a (light) chase going up the tree at i6th-note
triplets."
Daggett, Marsh and Bullman play major roles
in the production, but are still only a part of
the big picture — a picture that brings lights,
drama, robots and original music together.
Contact Brent Reif at
btreif@liberty.edu.

IN THEIR WORDS
DAGGETT
"Back in those days, David Randlett, who
produced the Christmas Tree, started talking
to me in '93 or '94 and said, 'Hey your house
almost does a more impressive light show than
our production!' Finally after the '94 (production), Randlett came up to me after the
show and said the he wanted to take the Living Christmas Tree to the next level," Daggett
said. "He told me that he wanted me to do
what I do with my house times 100."
"Back in '91, I started doing a big home
(light) display. Not the typical 'let's see how
many lights we can cram onto our trash cans'
kind of show, but something that actually does
something interesting," Daggett said. "People
would pull over, roll down their windows, sit
for 10 minutes and watch the show. WSET
even did a half-hour Christmas special on our
house."
"A lot of the gadgetry and special effects fall
under me as well," Daggett said. "I oversee the
intelligent lighting and the conventional lighting."
"My background is television and music, so I
am familiar with midi and sequencing. I took
video, music and computers and applied it all
to lighting, which I had never done before and
knew nothing about."
Daggett said. "But Thomas Road, being our
home church, gets all the benefits and cool new
stuff ahead of everyone else."
"During the show, I end up being a glorified
baby-sitter," Daggett said. "But if something
does go wrong, it's my job to make sure that no
one in the audience knows that there was ever
a problem."
ROBOT
"My daughter, Cindy, is the primary borr
driver," Daggett said. "I'm sure you've seen
the sermon series with the iPod and the heart.
They use the same technology and Cindy has
become a whiz with the bots."
"Fortunately, Cindy does most of the maintenance with the trees," Daggett said. "I do not
like fixing problems with individual bulbs and
she loves it."
"The advancement of technology has also
made the production easier to do and maintain," Daggett said as he took out his iPhone
and started controlling the lighted trees with
his wireless device.
SCOTT
"Charles Billingsley, our worship leader and
executive producer for the show, brpught together many folks, like Lori and Don Marsh,
who are gifted in so many areas," Bullman said.
"The show has more people who are involved
in areas that are their specialties."
-B.R.

COSTUMES
Continued from A10

In the past, costumes
from previous years
have been reused. However, this year there is an
entirely new script, and
all the costumes have
been specifically made
for the show.
Many of the costumes
presenting large challenges, Jordan said that
the animal costumes
were the largest challenge because she has
never made anything
like them before. The

CULTURAL CHRISTMAS
— Participants in the VCS
portray how Christmas is
celebrated around the
world.

AROUND THE WORLD
Continued from A10
The music and dance in each scene
is infused with flavors of the various cultures presented.
'All the songs are original or existing
Christmas carols," Marsh said. "We had
several music arrangers contribute, and
we went to Nashville and had a recording
session."
All the music will be performed live.
This includes a string and a brass orches-

tra, as well as vocals and guitars. The
recorded tracks will only provide instruments that were not available for the live
performance.
One particular scene titled, "Yesu Klisto is Born," was inspired by the Lion
King, according to Marsh.
The scene will include a large elephant
made from foam on a wood skeletal base.
A grown man fits in each leg to make the
creature walk. Two full sized zebras will
also be included along with smaller props
in the form of birds, gazelles and rams to

costumes for the deliveryman as he travels from
country to country also
presented challenges but
overall he was a fun char
acter to create costumes
for.
Jordan and Gifford both
agree that the costumes
for the Asian number are
some of the most exciting and colorful, however,
all of this year's Living
Christmas Tree costumes
are uniquely exciting and
colorful help to make the
show come to life.
Contact Emily DeFosse at
ebdefosse@liberty.edu.

mimic a scene from the Disney movie.
Over 600 cast and crew members will
be part of the production this year. The
show for Liberty students is Wednesday,
Dec. 3 and is free with a student ID. The
public performances run the weekends of
Dec. 5 and 12. Tickets cost $10 each. For
more information on specific showtimes
please see TKBC.org or call 866 853-8543.
Contact Kerah Kemmerer at
kkemmerer@liberty.edu.
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HOCKEY BROTHERS

FRAZEE
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Like Eric, Zac was proud to he involved in
his younger brother's first career goal, which
came at 4:^3 of the third period in the win
against Kennesaw State.
"It was awesome seeing Mackenzie shoot and
score, getting the puck, and celebrating it with
him," Zac said.
On the other side, Mackenzie's thoughts
were the same, "It was fun to celebrate with
Zac, because he was just as excited as I was."
For Zac, being an older brother means being
a leader, and Mackenzie feels Zac embodies
that not only to him, but to the whole team.
"If things are not going the right way, I can
always go to him. He's there to be honest and
help me get better," Mackenzie said. "Zac has
the best work ethic on the team, and it pushes
me to want to work hard and keeps me positive.
I think he is a great captain; the best leadership
is the captain."
In being the team captain, Zac has his
allegiance to the team, but also is there "to
mentor and learn from his younger brother.
"I try to learn with everyone and as for ZAC AND MAC — Captain Zac (right) and little bro
mentoring, that goes for the whole team," Zac MacKenzie are helping p a v e t h e way for the Flames
said. "On the ice, watching Mackenzie grow and 2008 success.
being able to share this experience with him is
great, but seeing that he knows me better than
anyone, he can help me as well."
Like the Reynolds, both brothers have never
been acquainted with playing with or against
other sets of brothers.
While Zac is looking forward to playing the
rest of his hockey and graduating, Mackenzie
wants to make his mark on the hockey team
and do well in school.
Zac commented how it gets to a point where
he does not even think about the whole sets of
brother topic, but midway Mackenzie chimed
in with, "or you are all brothers."
Eric has assisted on two more ofJosh's goals,
one being on the road in the 6-2 win against
Stony Brook and the other being at home in
the third period of the 7-1 win against Stony
Brook. That only leaves one ofJosh's four goals
that have not been assisted by Eric.
Although having brothers on the team is
unique, the last statement by Mackenzie shows
how much the team as a whole has gelled and
does not let distractions get in their way.

After talking to her
awhile, they asked her if
it would be okay if they
prayed for her. She said
it would be fine and so
they did. After the prayer
the lady was crying and
was so appreciative that
wc would take the time
to pray for her," Megan
said.
"She happened
to
be a player off of the
Mauritanian
national
basketball team; we came
to know her after playing
in their tournament. She
then told some of the girls
off of our team that if she
was able to get pregnant
that she was going to
name her baby "Chicago."
How awesome is that?
That story really showed
me that the Lord can
work in any circumstance
and through anyone who
is willing to be used by
him."
Megan and her team
were able to hold coach's
clinics, sports injury SENIOR LEADER - - Frazee, a two-time Player of the Year
clinics and basketball award winner, Is also a winner off the basketball court.
Megan came to Liberty because she "wanted
clinics for the people in
North Africa. They were also able to show to go a Christian university and wanted to
Christ's love through community service by play basketball with her sisters."
picking up trash and organizing a library at a
As Megan is half way through her senior
local English school.
year, looking back she says she has learned a
With North Africa being 98 percent lot from her experience Liberty.
Muslim, Megan's eyes were really opened
"I have grown in my walk with the Lord
to a different culture. The Muslim religion first and foremost. He has taught me the
requires serious devotion. Five times a day, importance of relying on him," Megan said.
every day, they are required to stop what "My freshman year I tore my ACL, which
they are doing and pray.
at the time was a huge upset for me. After
"The Lord really hit me hard in this area," reflecting on my experience I realized and
Megan said. "Here are people with such learned things that I would never have other
a passion to pray to their 'god.' What if wise."
they were passionate for the one, true and
Megan is open to where ever the Lord
living God? The country would be forever decides to lead her after college.
changed."
"I am open to God's leading and guiding,"
After the trip, Megan's prayer changed to Megan said. "I know he will open and close
asking for the Lord to get into the hearts doors to lead me in the direction he would
and lives of the people in North Africa.
have me go."
Megan Frazee and her sisters started
Contact Brittany Watson at
playing basketball when they were four.
bawatson@liberty.edu.
Their father was also their coach and he
shared his love of the game with all three.

M
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Contact William Armstrong at
wsarmstrong@liberty.edu.
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THE REYNOLDS CONNECTION - Eric (left) and Josh
are a dangerous tandem with 11 and nine points
respectively.
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FRIDAY DEC. 5th
11:30pm Vines Center
$3 adv | $5 door | $60 floor tables
Tickets on sale in LaHaye Student Union

s a' flyin' — T h e best 062008
By Thomas Lourdeau
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
In honor of a year filled with first time achievements and broken''
records, and going along the lines of the beloved Christmas carol
"The 12 Days of Christmas," we're counting down the top 12 sports
of2oo8.
"I Q Liberty announces plans to add women's
' I Z- , Lacrosse and Swimming. Liberty will see the birth
^fe»foth and 20th Division I sports programs as Jeff Barber ;
announced in May$hj|||he -school would be adding women's
lacrosse anfljSwMrhing to its lineup. This is big news for a schoolV
looking to build one of the mo|l||iceessful sports programs in
the country.
S ^ l ^ ^ a s h a d Jennings Rusjh^s^r>^b^arcis-as -.
literally c a r r ^ ^ l ^ ^ a r i ^ ^ ^ / e ' t o i y in late-September, rushing
||M|Kg|yards as the E k m p knocked off Youngstown State on the
^ ^ t h ^ i k s to a las^se^o^ffield goal

m

r

Men's Basketballs Nets^Tjbp'jSO.Reciuitjng Class

}l^P|v,isipn\l;ikcad

V.^^^ibhiedisI^y^^T^f^y']

^Mio^^tKe 20d- season^wi't6 tr^Kerty task*of,turning;a'round"an,
iUnder^perfqrmingJsquall dmhis\eL5ndf>e'lr aMhe.Kelm^McKay,."- "i
-ftaj^helped u her m^ne'wjera'Wh a r£cfutting*clas rhighligjjted- i
|p^^^Suipjagd,Brolin Flo^dSwMm^^^pey'foi^tHe'future^/,i y^omeri!s*Tenhis B^aJ|s.BestjSejbs&^^
^womj£Yi's'teniHStteam^ishe&^^
I S M i c t-eve?jV^6\erallire,c6rd ^HfadjGoathGKnsJorinSpn'-^
|^aggMj.Goath or the "iear honors.wM^resfiman 6henq%jJjordan
^HSi- n ^^ n E a"/ombme<ljfS2-2. m>Vpfnpefftirc;n^nnjh'gifhe-Big.j
f;S^uth*Playefian(l ircshm'an5)gthe^<}rfAwards <J' r<$

M
8

'^McDo^garwinsJpurth Straight' Bjjg/Soutji j r a c k j ^
Athlete ot the Year Award.4! 1 tu i_ n • I i k n \ l«.»r m
, list w\)uld-^^orflple>^switJ\bjit;,ffacklsuperkarlfosn.McDou^al^ •
Athis>|eat easilv make" 'th'e L^^AlcpSugal'wCin^hejiwaKh'n'^ *
jSjnt; of*. trns£y£ar,rl)ec5^i^
'/:o£^curivc tW\s,-!in]win^^
^Mfe'fe^ijiflMb'eb^histjDrJ'V^J:
t^^CheJtfag'^
"^/•I'Vseason'as^a'c^q Tc'c^rffrv^i'unift^^h^ibeirvtSamjChela^glf
'fcilVea'dv^urning^heads •jTHe' broke^ie^] .ib^rtv(^urse*imee,t and'
;SBi&^mlfrcconi^^^^
^th^e-recorjls all'hclongedJto^Jc^s^ron outlisjt^.*b^
'Meii-SfSoccer^Wins Several Individual Honors*
^Dc*spitc{S tmTfinal^exit'b^jHe'Pame
^OihuVBdtt^gjaf^(£a^e£MvChjstain wjere nam&cl' • •
• x fiVs«^mk\j'^
;whiIt/Ahke'(Tetatuw 1 chq. eri'js«an ^.cafleiffie All Arrieijcan by^
RES]*K)t#;MagazirSiC I fy

i

'* .Men^^ockey^irpSitrip to;Natippqls j.Ix<l%y^He|d?;,;
j\(» oath*KMrkfl£aVid)^Ji<£mel^Jpc^
'*hfyyr^drfa&ap$ea>^^
-advanwng*toKlie sc^mmiaJs^efpYe'lo^ngW the eje'ntual'wihnef j 9,

5

iWr$|tHhgJs£r|<^
£ye|arrtrt^the newljyem'statqd^estlmglprqgram:HeadjCoach"*
*Jesse i-idstrb1 KelpedMead^v^f'p^^f'S^i^^^^^^i'':'
^^ioh<i^Ghifnpiqnships_ ,£*

il

||||^UJbe^
,in jSPathleriL'tornp^titiqmwrien*the)^fconqucfe|fSKejFigfftjng.i'';"

tLady .Flames tpurnpmeht'Bbund.v: AgairjL p^Afirch *
i6fh,.2668 jllie J\id\^FJajneVbdsk?tr>all^eaiffseiure^rfeiMj-'^
^ftjiVBig'SojuttyTatle^in^^^
1,
%p-J\ii\i less than a setpnq^&tfthe^d^
„.

W

^hejrejlMost^^[b*i;5 seed Old D i ^ ^ ' W i ^ ^ S ' ^ ' " ' - ;
; M ; Flames,Footbail wins second"straghtJBig South
lllpC^
toJlqweWa-stellaf2007"'.' ' campaign in wKichrthey won rhe^Big^South'.Gpnferente with an -*
even more impressive stfefch, tKis^e.as'onJ^Sitting^t io>2^ithJa;.-, -r
1
,
i"perfccti?-o conlfhe^e n<.c record, theiLlamevt'ould Ife pJa>off bound
,with^onyn^ing*\yn'igaiinst'"J loft^qnSun3jy , ' \( ^
•" ^ConVactiThomaVljouTdieauat',;'
^^^[o.urd,eau@^berty.e'du.<
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Shipps kicks his way into
the hearts of Flames faithful
By Adam Palmer

and although he was playing soccer in
the seventh grade, he started playing
football like his older brothers.
Freshman kicker Ben Shipps found
When Shipps played football in a
himself visiting Liberty University local Pop Warner league, his primary
not as a football recruit but as a position was nose guard, while
College for a Weekender. Like many kicking was just a side job. Although
students, he visiting after hearing he continued to play soccer, by the
about Liberty from friends and time he reached high school he had
alumni.
decided to begin his football career.
Shipps came to campus to check
From the moment Shipps put on
out the university as any other high the pads, he fell in love with the sport. •
school student would but had a Since he was a good soccer player,
hidden agenda lined up. His hidden the role of kicker fit him naturally.
agenda was to find himself a spot on Shipps had his kicking coaches from
the Liberty University football team. high school contacted Liberty's
Shipps grew up with two older coaches to set up an unofficial visit.
brothers and did what every other During a CFAW visit, he made it a
point to establish a relationship with
the Liberty coaching staff.
To follow up on this relationship,
Shipps sent in his game tapes to the
staff. These tapes highlighted Shipps'
high school career in which he had
posted an almost unblemished mark
in field goal and extra point attempts,
even making a 6o-yard field goal,
while missing just one kick.
Likemanyotherincomingfreshman,
Shipps moved into the dorms and
figured out ways to establish himself
as a student athlete.
Shipps came to Liberty as a walkon and had to win a spot on Danny
Rocco's squad.
"I wanted to keep playing football.
I just didn't see it not in my future,"
Shipps said.
After making the team, Shipps
younger brother does: looked up
to them. Shipps wanted to do took the role as the onside kicker and
everything his brothers were doing, went into the season thinking that
SPORTS REPORTER

was going to be his only duty. He
had a personal goal to earn a starting
spot by the end of the season, but
understood that his work was cut out
for him playing behind Paul Young.
During the first quarter of the
second game, Shipps found himself
thrust into the game when Young
went down with an injury.
"That is what you prepare for. I
was ready for the opportunity. I
just started stretching and warming
(up). I knew that God had opened
the door. I was sorry for Paul but
those things happen in football,"
said Shipps. "I didn't have that much
practice because I wasn't getting any
snaps, but God gave me the strength
to come through."
Shipps continues prove himself
every game averaging 58.5 yards per
kickoff and has only missed one field
goal on the season due to a block.
This is not where the story ends
because Shipps has a very active life
outside of football, which he often
spends hunting in the great outdoors,
dirt biking or building jumps. He is
also an avid Call of Duty fan.
"I shot an eight-point buck from
about 100 yards out with my .243
and I dropped it. I hunted hard for
two days for that kill, on our land in
Missouri," Shipps said. "The funny
thing was that my sister on her first
hunt after being in the stand for
about 40 minutes shot a 10 pointer."
Contact Adam Palmer at
arpalmer@liberty.edu.

FILLING THE VOID— Shipps rarely missed this season, hitting 18-of-19 PAT's
and 5-of-6 field goals. Shipps stepped in after Paul Young went down with
an injury, performing kick-off and extra point duties for most of the season.

Freshman power forward towers over competition
By William Armstrong

mean nature," Smith said. "He pushes me harder
Finding the right school was key for Smith,
points in a season.
"While at that school, the coach helped me than any other coach, and these have been the and that means more than just basketball.
"The biggest difference Liberty has over
improve tremendously opening up the gym to hardest practices I have ever gone through."
McKay favors a running-based team, and other places is God is the center here," Smith
When an athlete can find a school where he help prepare me for college," Smith said.
Smith is no stranger to said. "If we honor God, he will honor us. I am
can say he has found his passion, a promising
The
toach
that, having played under looking forward to the spiritual aspect of basfuture is in sight. Liberty University has found Smith speaks of
a running-style coach in ketball."
that in the form of 6-foot-9"inch power forward was Coach Gary,
AAU. Smith is also lookand Arizona freshman Austin Smith.
Smith says the only thing that is going to be
his AAU coach.
ing forward to playing his really hard is making new fans and friends, since
Smith's final memory of high school is win- While playing for
home games at the Vines this is his first time on the East Coast and so
ning the state championship and capturing the the AAU team,
Center in front of a much far away from home. Making friends is a necesMVP title. Along with garnering second team Smith's future in
bigger fan base.
sary component of adjusting and Smith says he
All-State and first team All-Southern Arizona basketball started
"I have played on running has formed special bonds with teammates Tyler
honors, Smith was runner-up for Player of the to take form and
teams, and we were able to Baker and Jeremy Anderson.
Year honors in southern Arizona. Smith helped provided
great
out-run other teams. Here
Ironwood Ridge High School become the first memories.
"Tyler and Jeremy have really opened up to
at Liberty, this team runs me, accepted me and helped me adjust," Smith
Tucson school since 1982 to win a 5A State Ti"He was a good
harder and faster than what said. "Just surrounding myself with the right
tle.
coach and person,
I am normally accustomed people and being around other Christians will
and
just
hangSmith chose Liberty over Pepperdine, Richto," said Smith. "I love that be a great help for me."
ing around him
mond, San Francisco and Washington State.
aspect of coming over here,
His goals this year are to help the team in
Over 2,000 miles away, Smith grew up on the (made) you want
but we have to play bet- whatever role he is given.
to play better,"
other side of the country in Tucson, Ariz.
ter to get more fans in the
"I've never focused on points. I will always
Adjustments will need to be made for Smith Smith said. "I will
arena."
work hard. Being around Christians, we are all
in culture, teammates and fans, but perhaps the always remember
Outspoken in his faith on the same page, and now that I am at this
biggest challenge Smith faces — off the basket- the relationships
I built, and all the
and his father's guidance, type of place I have something to work for,"
ball court — is the weather.
places I went to,
Smith's longing to stay on Smith said. "As a team, we represent something
"So far, I do not like the cold," Smith said.
the right path and go to a bigger than us and our school. We have an
Smith's father, who played football at the which have preuniversity that suits him edge over teams in that all things are possible
University of Arizona, played a huge role in his pared me for the
are what brought him to through God."
maturation process that kept him with a good tougher competition that I will FABULOUS FRESHMAN — Smith Is part of a fresh Liberty Mountain.
head on his shoulders.
man class that was ranked at No. 48.
"Give all the credit to
Contact William Armstrong at
"My dad made sure I humbled myself and re- encounter."
wsarmstrong@liberty.edu.
Since coming to Liberty, Smith thinks highly God. He has given me everything I can ask
ally helped me make the right decisions," Smith
of Head Coach Ritchie McKay, which will only for, and my dad has kept my head on straight,"
said.
Smith said. "Here, I will be watched spiritually,
Smith's first three years were spent in differ help during the adjustment period.
"McKay is more religious and a smart guy, not whereas in other places I could get away with
ent high schools, until he ultimately transferred
to Ironwood, where he set the record for most like your average coach, and he does not have a anything."
SPORTS REPORTER
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S. G. Edwards Inc.
Diamond rings with the unforgettable fire

Family Entertainment Center

Your diamond will noticeably out sparkle
your friends' or we ask you to return it.

327 Graves Mill Rd. Lynchburg VA
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N0 VEMEBER

I FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
J SPECIAL WITH STUDENT ID
1

ONLY $6.00 Per Person

J
YOUR CHOICE
, Skating with Skate Rental
1
or
1
2 Games off Laser Tag
i_

T— ,

For Hours Call: 239-6411
www.FunQuestFun.com

"1 PER CUSTOMER
•HOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

M |) UiiltifiliOtti',
Tournesol Tanning Studio*
108TRADEWYNDDR
LYNCHBURG VA 24502
434-832-7044

Call or email for FREE CONSULTATION

1-800-567-9404 or
logo

email: sgedwardsinc@gmail.com
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Visit our blog and learn how to save $500.00 or more!

ROANOK^M
540-B^^H

Blog: sgedwardsinc.blogspot.com
Website: http://edwardsdiamonds.com

Offer expires November 3(

.e's strong. Then there's Army strong. Do your part to spiritually strengthen our troops
and their Families by joining the U.S. Army Chaplamcy. Serve at the frontline of the Soldiers' lives,
developing close-knit relationships rarely found in any other ministry. Will you consider the call?
Find out more at info.goarmy.com/chaplain/b569 or call 1-888-238-8287.

! U.S.ARMY ]
A R M Y STRONG:

( 2008. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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ffjfeing dojji|j? Twins at Lil
Amanda Thomason
NEWS REPORTER ^ | f | f | f

debrate their u n i q u ^ ^ B ^

going to different schools, riot even
once."
Senior Raquel Moran attends
Liberty while her twin sister attends
Kentucky Christian University. She
wanted to attend a bigger university,
^^^^rerg^^v.:preferred a smaller

When she got home from work,
junior Liridsey Sexton opened her
check to see that it read $o. Soon
after, Lindse/s twin sister, junior
f/i^^PSexton, opened her check
to see double the amount?sbj|||||g| §|||§i!§|- hardest part about being
separated is that we do not get to
'^^^^^ge^fit.t\vins realized that p'alk^as^often, but because we go
' Aerewas^a^^akeflrf'payidlUthat»i to,separate schools, it has led|8|J|{£|
S.^ee^af work aboufcllijKnee years ago. develop as an indiyidtm|thdacquire
,:J|||)?$ppt;h were employedJ^^Se| our own set of friends," Moran said.
• s l S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i e w a [ ^ ^ ^ i W i t h .their pfjRaGfoel Dunham s i s ^ ^ ^ u m f f l ^ ^
Liberty, andjcppwin sister, Rebecca,
attends Radford Universitf|il8BS
Radford, Va. Goingggtpv different
^^^^^^^htemftffe^jpprtunity
i-'the^miHt^xasHj^eiuy^. \
^fbrJ-mPreinflep'e/ide'iide'V'j^ji^
i^^^^^ts^ounaer, Jerry Falwell Sr. ^^u|frai^p|iQfee^feltc> Rebecca
Fahyelli^^^orfron'Mg^fii^rg^^Jivith^
v
his*traternS^yin ^n^*Hiey*spentl "'mq*ther'wanjfejd ;helfta?g ^^£';berty;.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f i ^ l a ^ n g j ^ ^ ^ a e ^ ^ ^ e ^ ^ ^ •*alb1iigwth'^'chej.wjiiie^t;heir brother
.buildirig^^flfs^ancl^clrnibing^iipes.: |'wa^rne|6i^qn"e4inW^^n;f^^ofta
ls^n;lpp]tio^f6^s^re7 "Now t n ? t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f f i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g
JeYi^^na'*Gi^neV^ent/t&^cfio6tfjajt-,
Mou"ntvain?^e^Elenfenta]r^SchooIJ f everything workTd^andjj rie^are'-'allS - jwins'^althqugh some wo'ujdjpreferfto"« fts^^^^^^o^^^p^^^^^^^^^S
diye^to^ftheftb^causestffiy-h^Ve'Such^
(np^jiajly^rMtfbIeing^a*tW;n.!;b.u^^
rintjIyerrYpipj^
.a^l6steire'IatioilsKip'-.(. ;'•_
^maderra^cqrdiifgSp^Racher'j^Vj
£3j?GJuq1eiaj^
Ma&J^Fafelfs^bo^c^Jerry F'alyreH'; **^nerev.Se'ally#vare_-.,-n^tf;- "any"
His %ifeJuid?Legacy " jjp fr<ui v - *" ^cpmp r li?siffia^g^^^S^«^parate& l *ac6.'a£o^J^ v ^^f^ihs ^hicam^!>tj|
^ofedie^ifjre^rifna*!! year, they. deti8ed$i
•J^^ing^aiT^twn^lJr^hgs'^dr^rje- •••schpjbls^QuigpJffen^
i,
>
^^^^e'cft^^w^i^^Mmg^^^ran: i
e^^^^^e^^infc^m^^oc^as^nals !lb6tn^nappy^hefeVw1^'rgPirid *that:-* ndt,tc{:rp"6In^gerilefln*(5^dert^h'ave.
ihCiOrJpblrtunity to'meet'neWi.people ?i p B i c ^ t o t e - ' f p r i " t l i i ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ b e s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y ^ u n g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g : 5
frn&ci§,|mL!SipSi'wmcfi;mostt^^p^.
^hey^alifteid.to^JiaveJlrnejch^^tp^ tf^j^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^J
doPnqjPfhaye .Anbther^isiithatgthey ^s'&R'a/hei's^
%ej™fe^ii^tfeV\saiiffe;'|6hOTljf'qntU* t ' o*happyfrwithJiQW' thnigstur^djput^' get-tq kno^w-o.ther.studffits; iirilt'e'aaV"
SzQSiihg s'e*parate"5nd Kayingfour-^wjniiy
^rqPm;pgetherJ[rrupugno.ujf,tHepy,e.ari
(^lon^atte&d'tfi&s'ameor^eparate^ |xl«mfityji:';'t
^Deciding ^hethertor^notj t64&tte'fid f "tKc, Marvels,realised that'theyjwcrc,
" ififi^er*itfi^^^
' "'«t Jgas^never^feall^rin.^optioigiqj /tfe/same''Schpohsnot-.thepnIy'chb'ice\ ^o'j^tam^yrin^acbo'tn^^
:\camS|||||||
go^^din¥rent<xoll|ge^^^Aa¥ej;pest^ 5tVin%must\njake"^Ir"^tKej5f: .'attend,^
fTiencls^sojiitjjust^iffaide^ens^'fciuiSi
makes i^rmuch^easier-toT^aXe,thjngs-,p'
tb^go-ro' the^ samV place,"*,Iiiriast)£'i
thfe"* Marvel'' twins i&id%nras*!&maii?'i 's^i^'We^cmall)fi^T^t^ked^oj^
^^<tVin^up^hgr.o.^8^a«npfe^^
^^mlyn^^ierids^^nfof^^ll^^B

^Ki^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^S

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

:,. "Welovebeii

:

icfmpWsiV^^^p^^^^^^^g^^^

flliSliiii

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^";

^ ^ ^ e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r a a ? n ^ p m w a s | ^ ^ .^TO^®air^Ii^^raS^nie5a^re;'6^ne;'
^^vm^%nd^fe^har.e|a^^j|^^^ '
s^^^l^^t'oiifevtfpn^^^^^^^^
^e'llY-^Ianxl^aitfJj^
^^lany^h^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ pime^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-r
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f f ^ M y ^ ^ ^ T O P ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ S ^e|si?e^^erfi5in'^clJ^e^^ch^^r^S

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

shipswith^ljeijg%ps^.es|3it(3^cccMonallYjjeincfjnixe'cj uP'^ylhejgBgers

NjPW^jH>®RT^E * ^ ^ / ^

^^^^^^uchvb^^^^^^^f^^^p^
jummeir d^it^qs^oW"|nTOUm^nt^^
• r ,^^^S^^^&|^^yi^:|f^Pe^^)|pKe^
'f^l^ffis'^m^e^^^^^^gc^z^^jb^nvn^
t^^^^^^&q^^^g^^^^^tFe"^^^p@
growtb of^.tfi||unrw^tyi.c^aused that deadline
t ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ f e r ^ a r d to acconimodatelp^utsyand staff and theii<ef^a^^^^^tivthe growing
s i f t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i t i ^ ^ d j - p l u s DLP students,
^$%M£- ^ o u g h t ^l^e^tlp^^i^oti^^M^jbf
" ^ ^ ^ 3 n ^ ^ » 1 p ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ & 0 ' 6 reasons
enrollmen4^^^^^^^p(1^1t^^a^Junei
day freshmerr?^,^!^^

ft

number is in the b o o k ^ ^ ^ ^ q ^ i e w students
have been^njpam'pus at LjSert^inBejJnidf'
August. While being involved in such activities
as F R ° S % ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i a l Emphasis Week,
Liberty .Flames' football, \th1||0Bfock Party,
convocation, Campus Church 'and Scaremare,
those students have experienced life at Liberty
for most of a semester.. But who are they?
They came from all over. Diego SuarezBoscan had a 20-hour drive from Texas to begin
begin
his first term. Libbey Long's home in Hermon,
Maine,, li^^ffiqurs from the Liberty campus.
It is three-and-a-half hour trip from Kristi
Mann's home in Fairfax, Va.
They have many different majors. Long is
undecided. Mann is in the nursing program,
along with fellow freshman Ashley Caudle.
Suarez-Boscan and Lance Powers are business
majors.

, b ±^^^

,
}^ill- fiee,
tSorn^c^^riS^^afnpQsi^^&xp^s^e'dM ipach^t^r^r^feiOT5ingCwe;
,
hgw'much^th^yJenjoy'^ing^a't^inVS ]4irmlajftoob le^?^w^wouidvliEe7;^J*
•do^lif^^ogeAdf^nd.^ak^tn^lo^;
!^1yer£'iEIi^id:i;'^
somec^fc^Wouhderstan^jwhafc^e^ teich.my^JCias'.Tdjgia'kcf tun -gt( tijea^i
-ar^gq'irigjtlfrpugh^^e^awa'y^havjb^ tincle;" •"*''•,
1'spm|o^t^taUc*jtq"^sJ'pKont^
r^uWirigjSai^l^
'* 1 » ' iIahtKoma&Qn§)llberrJedQ,•
^SomjcXtOTnEcnaradtens^sVar&npta

'^Affe*r pearly tru^mojithvin^y
.'joy 'qt<;the spiritu^hfe^yndXth^exfitement,^;
*haye-an'idea»ot college lifej^an^jLantafhrm or", Soare^Bpscan" find"ffhi 'clas es, lok'ay TfofS ^ u T f s ^ ^ ^ e ^ r a ^ s ^ ^ p l u T i e n f ^ ^ ^ ^ i i y i ^ ^ f e
«di provef certai^supp/osed*cliLh'ts'>of college * college^l^pC^itrT'lus^mcjst tirhe;con urmng^ ^^eriencesamtbeirfirsV'semestegdf'CMege'S^
»classVcmglEur(5p^ean,-Hisjtpry*zof*.
**'^Long;attended j a ^ n y a W sohPol1 '.myMaiqe*
^"fThe're lsfio persphal^'pace,vjm,d<"trie0ifopd*is V i' HpTnewufkiand ifaJ5«worli3t^nd'to be|stapre's' °J)efjH^j*herxmq,t&^
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go out and teach the world about the only father
"I think I spend more time typing papers
"I believe it was the scariest thing I've ever who will forever love you unconditionally,"
for that class than I do studying anatomy or attended," Mann said. "But it's a great way to Mann said.
chemistry," she said.
evangelize and help 'entertain' (people) at the
Contact Daniel Martinez at
She said college has involved writing, a lot same time."
name@libertyedu.
more papers, doing more projects and more
Amidst the stresses of the academic life, the
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"Ring by spring or your money back*

One couple's engagement story^
Amanda Sullivan
LIFE! EDITOR

The season of new life and budding
romance is quickly approaching, turning the
thoughts of students to all things shiny and
sparkly regardless of whether the person
is the recipient, the asker or a friendly face.
The phrase "ring by spring" seems to be a
staple in the Liberty University community.
In fact, the late Dr. Jerry Falwell Sr. frequently
made remarks about the girl-to-guy ratio on
campus.
"Sixty percent of the people on this campus
are female. I can't do much more for you,
guys," he would often say.
With the lovey-dovey season in sight, the
number of wedding proposals is growing. The
creativity of how to "pop the question" ranges
from simple to the rooftop of DeMoss.
Liberty graduate Adam Miller asked senior
Katie Morrow to be his wife on Oct.12 - exactly
two years after the couple's first date.
The night began with dinner at Outback
Steakhouse. The dinner progressed smoothly
Miller's reaction to Morrow's request for
dessert was the first indication there might
be an alternative plan to the night's activities,
according to Morrow.
"He gave me a hard time about ordering
desert, and I couldn't understand why. Finally,
he gave in, and we got delicious carrot cake,"
Morrow said.
The couple had plans to go hiking after
dinner, so they went back to Morrow's
apartment so she could change. However,
while Morrow started to do so, Miller stepped
outside to take a phone call. He returned and
requested Morrow not change her clothes.
"I didn't understand because he knows how
much I love my sweats, and if we were going
to go hiking at night, I wanted to be warm,"
Morrow said.
Morrow's confusion was intensified as
Miller tried to rush her out of the apartment.
He even shut her laptop in an effort to move
her along. He grabbed her hand and said, "let's
go." They got in the car, and Miller mentioned

that he wanted to try something different for
the night.
"My automatic response was, Adam, I am
not climbing any roofs tonight,'" Morrow said.
"The only reason I said this was because he
always tries to get me to climb and explore
random buildings."
Miller brought Morrow up to the rooftop
of DeMoss where they had spent their first
date. During his planning, he "understood the
building would be locked unlike the first time.
"...I wrote a message to Becki Falwell with
my request and she hooked me up above and
beyond with everything I needed to get the
job done," Miller said.
Miller had the top of the roof furnished
with a white tent decorated with twinkling
lights and a table filled with candles, chocolate
covered Strawberries and sparkling cider. As
Morrow followed Miller up the ladder, she
noticed a candle lit pathway that led to the
tent.
"I laughed because this was the reason he
didn't want me ordering dessert," Morrow
said.
Across from the tent, Miller had set up
a projector that read "Happy Two Year
Anniversary." As the evening progressed,
Miller played a video he made chronicling
the couple's two years together. The video
contained a phone call to Morrow's father
asking for a date with his daughter.
"It was during the movie I thought to myself,
'Ok, this is it, the video is going to read at the
end Katie will you marry me,'" Morrow said.
"It didn't. I laughed out loud at myself for
thinking that."
After the video, Miller asked Morrow to
dance. Morrow said she could feel his heart
beating so fast because of how nervous he was.
He went on to read a letter that he had written
at 15 for his future wife.
"It was crazy how much it was about me,"
Morrow said.
After he was finished reading the letter, he
told Morrow for the first time he loved her,
and asked her to marry him.
"In the first few weeks of dating, I asked

him to save those
three
words
for the day he
really meant it
because
they
were so sacred
and so powerful,"
Morrow
said.
"With
my
breakup before
Adam, the biggest
thing to get over
was how that boy
'stopped loving
me.' I needed to
guard my heart
this time around
and Adam did
exactly what I
asked, he finally
told me he loved
me the day he HAPPILY ENGAGED— Katie Morrow and Adam Miller announced their
decided to grow recent engagement, which took place on a rooftop on Oct. 12.
old with me. It was
The first summer the twosome dated was
the most beautiful moment in my life."
Miller and Morrow's relationship was not spent six miles apart from each other at
the typical whirlwind sort of romance that various summer camps in New York City, N. Y.
seems to accompany Liberty students. The However, because of their grueling schedules*
couple began dating in October 2006. Their the couple rarely had an opportunity to spend
g
first date marked the first time the couple time together.
spent time together.
"As a result, we would write back and,
"I took her to see the play 'Parade' that was forth between camps and this was a time of
put on at Liberty, then after we snuck up onto real growth spiritually and in our relational
the roof of DeMoss where we just laughed and discipline," Miller said.
Miller's relational maturity extended to
talked for a few hours," Miller said. "We've
knowing he would one day marry Morrow. 1 Ie
been dating ever since."
Unlike many relationships at Liberty, Miller said he was open to marrying her on the day
and Morrow's gradually grew into a dating he met her. However, he never experienced 3
relationship. Miller did not believe in dating "lightening bolt" moment with which he knew
unless marriage was a realistic possibility in she was the one he wanted to spend his life. ,.
the next two to three years. In fact, Miller said
"It finally was getting to be time when this
he met Morrow after he stopped looking for a thing either needs to happen or not happen,
girlfriend.
so I just decided," Miller said. "I chose Katie
"I remember always throwing pebbles up Morrow to be the woman I would marry As
to her window on the second floor of dorm soon as I chose, I knew."
13 in the evening," Miller said. "I always felt
like that was such a romantic scenario until I
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
looked around and saw about four other guys
amsullivan3@liberty.edu.
with pebbles in hand seeking face time with
their Juliets, as well."
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Carols by Candlelight: Seasonal music and readings featuring the
Lynchburg College Concert Choir will be held at Snidow Chapel at
7 p.m. Tickets must be purchased on the first floor of the Hall Campus
Center at the Information Center. No admission without tickets. For more
information call 434-544-8344.

DEC. 9

SBC Chamber Orchestra Performs Mozart, Haydn: A free concert
featuring' the musical works of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Franz
DEC. 4
Joseph Haydn will be held at Sweet Briar College's Memorial Chapel. The
Virginia Christmas Spectacular: Thomas Road Baptist Church (TRBC) will event is at 7:30 p.m. For more information, contact Rebecca McCord,
host its annual Virginia Christmqs Spectacular at 7:30 p.m. Admission for
professor of music, at mccord@sbc.edu or 434-381-6115.
Liberty students is free on Wednesday evening with a valid student I.D. For
DEC. 10
more information visit Liberty.edu.
"A Classical Christmas": A concert by the Liberty University Chamber
DEC. 5
Singers, Brass chamber ensembles and select faculty will be held at the
Hot Chocolate with Santa and Friends: Santa Clause and Mrs. Clause Heritage United Methodist Church, 582 Leesville Road at 7 p.m. Email
will be spending time with Lynchburg visitors at Liberty Lake Park, Route musicandhumanities@ibery.edu or call 434-582-2318.
122 South. The event will begin at 7 p.m. Admission and hot chocolate are
free. However, there will be a $1 fee for photos. For more information call DEC. 12
"The Nutcracker": The Virginia School of Arts presents the performance
540-586-7682.
at 7 p.m. at E.C, Glass Auditorium. Tickets cost $18 for adults. Reserved
seating is available through VSA, Given Books, Carolina Connection and
DEC. 6
the E.C. Glass Theatre Website. Group rates are also available. For more
Christmas Parades: In Lynchburg at 5 p.m. through downtown information call 847-8688 or check out www.vsaart.com.
Lynchburg. In Bedford, The parade will begin at 7 p.m. in Centertown
Bedford. After the parade, Santa will be available for pictures. For more DEC. 13
Wreaths Across America ceremony at Old City Cemetery: A special
information visit CentertownBedford.com.
program sponsored by the Blue Ridge Chapter, National Society Daughters
DEC. 7
of the American Revolution will be held at 401 Taylor Street, Lynchburg at 12
Sweet Briar Christmas Vespers: The college's concert and chamber p.m. Following the ceremony, wreaths will be placed on the headstones
choirs will be featured at the Memorial Chapel at 6:30 p.m.
of veterans. The goal is to have all 2,300 graves receive a wreath. For more
information call 434-384-7041 or go to www.gravegarden.org. '

Coffeehouse unwrapped: A behind-the-scenes look at a holiday tradition
By Danielle Talbert
LIFE! REPORTER

The judges get to see a wide variety of Christmas-themed acts,
but must narrow them down to 15 -18 acts.
"Each act is put into a category (music, video or drama),"
Christmas Coffeehouse is one staple event at Liberty Chandler said. "From there, we grade each act according to stage
presence, quality of sound, creativity and obviously how well the
University that can be counted on every year.
With humble beginnings set in the early 1990s at David's Christmas theme is detected."
Place, Coffeehouse was so popular that it was moved to the
As far as production is concerned, setrup starts on Thursday
Schilling Center for a few years before finding its current home night before the event with the bringing in of the sound and
at the Vines Center in 2006.
light equipment. After convocation on Friday morning, the real
"Coffeehouse started as a small talent show, it gave students work begins. The lights are set up, 36 of them to be exact, and
the opportunity to perform beyond an open mic styled event," the sound checks run from noon until 7 p.m.
Immediately after the show tear down starts first with the
Associate Director of Student Activities Alese Chandler said.
floor, then makes the stage and the roof along with all that is
"From there, it just kept growing."
,
Hosted and presented by students, Christmas Coffeehouse hung on the backdrop. Tear down can take up to three hours
provides a change of pace and a much needed break from with the whole crew working non-stop.
studying, not to mention the holiday spirit that it brings to
"At 2 a.m., working non-stop is difficult but everyone usually
campus.
remains on task because we all have the same thought - sleep,"
Even the audition process brings with it the air of the holidays. Chandler said.
'

Many people are involved in the process, including Student
Activities, CSER volunteers, building services, technical
production staff and an outsourced production company,
according to Chandler.
For the actual show many more workers are involved including
security, ticket takers, stage hands and hosts, just to name a few.
"We at Student Activities enjoy Coffeehouse and the tradition
that it is for Liberty University," Chandler said. "So we find all
the work well worth it."
This year's event will be held on Dec. 5. Doors open at 11 p.m.
and the festivities start at 11:30. Tickets are $3 in advance and $5
at the door. Tables that seat eight people are available for $60
per table. For more information, contact the Office of Student
Activities at 592-3148.
Contact Danielle Talbert at
detalbert@liberty.edu.

one right, so I got a second ice cream and gave
it to Josh."
After a month of hanging out and getting to
know each other, Moore decided to make it
• official.
"Josh asked me to be his valentine on
Valentine's Day and he came to convocation
with a big purple folder," Adams said. "I opened
it up and there was a poem he had written
specifically for me."
A week later, Moore popped the question the "will you be my girlfriend" question, one.
'After Campus Church that night, Josh took
me to Mountain Frost Creamery and we shared
a bowl of Peanut Butter and Jelly ice cream,"
Adams said. "Afterwards, he started dancing
with me in the hallway... while waiting for the
bus, he asked me to be his girlfriend."
Vanessa Swanner and Corey McCoy have
been dating for almost two years, and their
story is as unique as the next.
Swanner came to Liberty when she was 18
years, old, and she met Corey McCoy the first
day she arrived, Swanner said.
"My dorm went out to dinner (at the.dining
hall) with our brother dorm, which just
happened to be Corey's hall," Swanner said. "I
By Jennifer Bowman
"I was eating dinner at the (ReberThomas had met a lot of interesting guys that day and
LIFE! REPORTER
Dining Hall) with some girls from my hall," developed three or four mini-crushes (as most
Adams said. "We noticed a guy sitting down freshman girls do) but none of them were for
Dating is not always filled with roses and towards the end of the table eating all by Corey. Corey seemed like a nice guy, but rather
chocolates, and every day certainly is not like himself." The girls decided to invite him to sit stupid and funny-looking."
Valentine's Day. However, there is a purpose with them for dinner and they ended up having
Swanner, who was dating
to dating - that is, for two people tofindthe a really good time.
someone at the time, found that
person that complements and fits them the
Adams and Moore continued to build their the Lord was calling her away
best. Dating is like a puzzle. Sometimes, the friendship by hanging out with friends and from him. Over the next few
puzzle is complicated and sometimes it's playing board games and such with each other. months, Swanner and McCoy
average. However, the "how we met" stories
"One time we went to Mountain Frost got to know each other.
are often amusing.
Creamery and Josh didn't have money for ice
"Corey would walk with me all
Rachel Adams and Joshua Moore met at cream," Adams said. "At the time the employees the way to dorm 33, where I lived
Liberty in January 2007.
were asking Disney Trivia questions', and I got (this was be-fore the buses) every

Extreme Dating: Liberty Edition

Wednesday night," Swanner said. "We would
talk and I realized Corey was a dependable
friend, but not someone I thought of to date."
One Wednesday night, as McCoy shared with
Swanner about his father's death, she realized
what good of a friend McCoy was, Swanner
said.
"Corey expressed to me that he liked me as
more than just a friend and I said 'Oh, don't
worry about that... I'm nothing special, and
you'll get over it,'" Swanner said.
One day, Swanner got so upset with McCoy
because he blew off their soccer date to go hang
out with his guy friends.
"That day I discovered that Corey was more
than just a friend to me, he was a constant
companion that I depended on to stand by me
always," Swanner said. That spring, McCoy
asked Swanner to be his girlfriend and through
their ups and downs.
"When Corey asked me to date him, we had a
short, romantic talk in the moonlight by a swing
set, and he kissed me and told me he loved me,"
Swanner said.
Each dating story is unique, and couples
at Liberty have the opportunity to integrate
the Lord into their relationship, making the
experience that much sweeter.
Contact Jennifer Bowman at
jabowmen2@liberty.edu.
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www.hardees.com

FREE
LITTLE
THICKBURGER

© 2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

1.99
1/3 LB. ORIGI
! THICKBURGER

WITH PURCHASE OF

LITTLE THICKBURGER'

Limited Time Only

FREE

FREE

BIG CHICKEN
FILLET
SANDWICH

1 / 3 LB.
CHEESEBURGE
WITH PURCHASE OF

1/3 LB. CHEESEBURGER

WITH PURCHASE OF

BIG CHICKEN FILLET
SANDWICH

Offer valid through 1/15/09 at participating restaurants.

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.

Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1 / 1 0 0 of 14.
Limit 1 discount per coupon. © 2 0 0 8 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1 / 1 0 0 of 1 4 .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. © 2 0 0 8 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1 / 1 0 0 of 1 4 .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. © 2 0 0 8 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1 / 1 0 0 of 1 4 .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. © 2 0 0 8 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

FREE
LITTLE
THICKBURGE

99*t

DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGE!

WITH PURCHASE OF

ANY SIZE FRIES
AND COKE.

Offer valid through 1/15/09 at participating restaurants.

Offer valid through 1/15/09 at participating restaurants.

Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo, Please present coupon before ordering.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 o> 14. Limit 1 discount per coupon.
©2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. ©2008 The Coca-Cola Company.
'Coca-Cola classic* and The Dynamic Ribbon are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company.

Of fer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1 / 1 0 0 of 1 4 .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. © 2 0 0 8 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Advertising Supplement

2.99
NEW!
1/3 LB.
FRISCO
THICKBURGER

CHILI CHEESE
FRIES
WITH PURCHASE OF

LARGE BEVERAGE

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.

Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1 / 1 0 0 of 1 4 .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. © 2 0 0 8 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offer available after regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1 / 1 0 0 of I t .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. © 2 0 0 8 Hardee's Food Systems. Inc. All rights reserved.

8NEP-TB-1683-1208-11

BNEP-TB-1683-1208-11

1.99
CHICKEN FILLET
BISCUIT

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
• offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 1 * .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. ©2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit,
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of I t .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. ©2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

FRE
COUNTRY S T E M
BISCUIT

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of 1 * .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. ©2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved,

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of I f .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. ©2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

1.99

2.99

PORK CHOP 'N'J
GRAVY BISCUIT

STRAWBERRY
BISCUIT
SIX PACK

WITH PURCHASE OF

COUNTRY STEAK
BISCUIT

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of I t .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. ©2008 Hardee's Food Systems. Inc. All rights reserved

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of I t .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. ©2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved,

Available during breakfast hours only
©2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of I t .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. ©2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

I
11

Offer valid through 1 / 1 5 / 0 9 at participating restaurants.
Offer available during regular breakfast hours. One coupon per customer per visit.
Not valid with any other offer, discount or combo. Please present coupon before
ordering. Customer must pay any sales tax due. Cash value 1/100 of I t .
Limit 1 discount per coupon. ©2008 Hardee's Food Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

J

